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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
V/Line acknowledges the Traditional Owners of 
the lands in which we operate across Victoria. 

We pay our respects to Elders past, present and 
emerging. We recognise Victoria has more than 
38 Traditional Owner groups, and while each 
Country is unique in history and culture, they 
share common principles in maintaining respect 
for community, land, water and sky. 

Through the diverse Victorian landscape, 
V/Line moves people every day. We recognise 
we connect people and places that hold stories 
of Aboriginal people, history and culture.

Artwork: Dixon Patten, Yorta Yorta and Gunnai, Garra Mugudjina (Now, Footprints).

LANGUAGE STATEMENT
We recognise the diversity of Aboriginal 
people living throughout Victoria. In 
this plan we have at times used the 
term Aboriginal to include all people of 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander 
descent who are living in Victoria.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR 
EXECUTIVE CHAMPION 

Connection to place, Country and culture 
is intrinsic to the wellbeing and identity 
of Aboriginal people. V/Line, as Victoria’s 
regional public transport operator and 
one of the fastest growing rail operators in 
Australia, acknowledges the important role 
we can play in enabling Aboriginal people 
to maintain these connections, while also 
sharing and celebrating this history with 
the entire V/Line community as they travel 
across Victoria.

As an organisation that actively champions 
diversity, V/Line seeks to strengthen and enhance 
our purpose, mission, vision and values – and 
ultimately the lives of our workforce, passengers 
and the wider community – by connecting with 
the stories, histories, languages and culture of 
Aboriginal Victoria. 

We are committed to fostering reconciliation 
through our actions, and our Aboriginal & 
Torres Strait Islander Action Plan sets the 
roadmap for this.

V/Line will embed the principles of connection, 
acknowledgement and respect into our 
organisational culture, structure and operations 
to actively promote and support prosperity and 
self-determination for Aboriginal Victorians.  

This Action Plan expands on V/Line’s commitment 
to driving and supporting improved outcomes 
for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people 
in Victoria – and beyond – and will guide the 
organisation’s work in this space. Listing our goals 
and the actions we will undertake to achieve 
this in the Plan, provides for our staff and the 
wider community confidence around the work 
already underway, and clarity as to what we will 
deliver into the future. The Action Plan has been 
developed with support and guidance from 
Indigenous Workforce Consulting and its Chief 
Executive Officer Brendan Littlechild, and we are 
so grateful for this invaluable contribution.

V/Line’s Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Action 
Plan cements our unwavering commitment to 
reconciliation and the important role we know we 
play in truly ‘connecting Victoria’.

Dean Matthews, 
EGM Health, Safety & Environment
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INTRODUCTION 

V/Line is committed to creating a culturally 
diverse and inclusive workplace that 
reflects the communities we serve across 
Victoria. Through this Plan, and in line 
with the Transport Portfolio Aboriginal 
Self-Determination Strategy, we recognise 
the importance of working with Victorian 
Aboriginal communities to drive 
reconciliation and close the gap.

In 2017, V/Line developed and launched its 
first Diversity & Inclusion Strategy and initiated 
a Diversity Council in 2018.  We are actively 
working with our staff and communities across six 
key focus areas of diversity, including Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people, to promote 
inclusion and participation in our workforce. 

Our significant regional operational footprint 
places V/Line in a unique position to be able to 
engage and collaborate with Victorian Aboriginal 
communities right across the state, and build 
awareness, understanding and respect of history 
and culture. To assist V/Line in navigating the 
complex and sensitive landscape, we engaged 
Indigenous Workforce Consulting to support the 
development of this Plan, and ensure it reflects 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander perspectives 
and promotes positive discourse with Aboriginal 
communities in Victoria.

As an organisation we have established the 
V/Line Aboriginal Advisory Group. This working 
group is made up of dedicated people from 
different departments across the organisation. 
The advisory group is committed to driving 
V/Line’s authentic and intentional commitment to 
reconciliation, through a focus on four key areas 
– cultural safety, employment, procurement, 
communication and engagement. These key 
areas make up V/Line’s core strategic priorities 
outlined in this Plan.

As a member of the Department of Transport 
Aboriginal Self-Determination Steering 
Committee, V/Line has also aligned this Action 
Plan to support the Victorian Government’s 
commitment to Self-Determination in the 
Victorian Aboriginal Affairs Framework 2020-2023.

As we work through the actions outlined 
in this Plan, we aim to positively build on 
our relationships with Traditional Owners, 
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people and 
organisations, and promote Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander diversity within the workplace – 
linking V/Line’s history and Victoria’s Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander culture together.
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ABOUT THE ARTWORK AND ARTISTABOUT THE ARTWORK AND ARTIST
Dixon Patten is a proud Yorta Yorta and Gunnai man and is the Creative Director and 
Lead Artist of Bayila Creative. He is passionate about storytelling in all its forms and this 
is reflected in his artwork for V/Line.

Through V/Line’s Aboriginal artwork, Dixon 
brings together V/Line’s journey through 
Aboriginal landscapes and connects stories of 
Aboriginal people, histories and culture.

The inclusion of Aboriginal artwork into 
V/Line’s branding presents the opportunity to 
connect with Aboriginal communities through 
visual storytelling.

Artwork and storytelling are meaningful and 
familiar cultural concepts that, when woven 
together, create a reference point for Aboriginal 
people, communities and others to identify and 
connect with.

The artwork sets up V/Line’s story in our 
reconciliation journey and our ongoing respect 
of Aboriginal culture and history.

GARRA MUGUDJINA (NOW, FOOTPRINTS)GARRA MUGUDJINA (NOW, FOOTPRINTS)
Aboriginal people moved constantly with the seasons, and in doing so sought the abundance 
that each season and landscape offered. This wasn’t just done out of necessity, but with 
intention; to allow the land to regenerate and to not take more than what was needed.

Travel was also essential for trade and ceremony 
and a lot of natural borders; such as rivers 
which provided central, communal locations 
for neighbouring tribes to meet, to barter, hold 
corroborees and to settle disputes. These central 
places are represented by the large circles. 
Today, these practices aren’t much different 
with the U-shaped symbols representing people 
coming together to socialise, run business, shop 
and visit family, and V/Line is the entity that still 
connects those very communities.

Victoria has over 38 Traditional Owner groups 
and each Country is acknowledged in the art. The 
different patterning in the background represents 
the diversity in the tribes as each has their own 
lore and culture; yet have common principles in 
maintaining respect for community, land, water 
and sky. The different colours represent Victoria’s 
biodiversity and varied landscapes.

A lot of contemporary roads, townships and cities 
follow ancient song lines of Aboriginal people 
and the black and white feet represent all people 
that live on Aboriginal Country; following those 
same tracks that have been walked for millennia.

Water signifies life, purity and healing which 
represents the Reconciliation journey between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people. The 
handprints represent our old people that were 
here before us; guiding and protecting us on 
our journeys.

Boomerangs are known for returning when 
thrown, which signifies returning to culture 
for guidance and also the energy that we put 
out, we receive back. Shields are symbolic 
for protection, they signify resilience and 
cultural strength. 

Gum leaves are often used in welcome 
ceremonies and the leaves represent different 
nations welcoming people on Country as they 
live on and travel as guests.

The kangaroo and emu tracks are featured 
walking the land to serve as reminders of 
moving forward because they can’t walk 
backwards and also when we travel we should 
consider and respect the communities and 
environments we visit.
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OBJECTIVE AND APPROACH

APPROACH
V/Line is committed to four key focus areas:

• Creating a culturally safe workplace 
and public transport service

• Enhancing engagement with 
regional Victorian Aboriginal 
communities

• Creating accessible and sustainable 
career pathways for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander employees

• Contributing to the economic 
prosperity of Aboriginal 
communities through procurement.

At V/Line we are committed to 
supporting improved outcomes 
and prosperity for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander 
people and communities in 
Victoria through cultural safety, 
employment, procurement and 
engagement.
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KEY FOCUS AREA 1:
Creating a culturally safe workplace and public transport service.

Goal: Improve and embed understanding and respect of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander culture 
in the workplace to support the development of a culturally safe workplace and services, and create an 
inclusive organisation.

OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

1. Understand, 
create awareness 
of, and diminish 
unconscious bias in 
decision making

1.1 Increase awareness that 
everyone has unconscious bias 
and how it can impact decision 
making

Senior Adviser 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion

Ongoing V/Line employees 
understand their own 
unconscious bias’ and 
have practical strategies 
to support them to make 
unbiased decisions

1.2 Research potential suppliers 
of unconscious bias awareness 
and skills offerings

Senior Adviser 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion

Dec-20

1.3 Develop and launch 
unconscious bias awareness 
initiative including input from 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander community (Engine 
Room information page, internal 
communications, lived experience 
stories etc.) with guidance and 
training towards reducing the 
impact of unconscious bias in 
decision making

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Jun-21

1.4 Support the S 41(c) review 
of training materials for 
compatibility with the Charter of 
Human Rights by VEOHRC

GM Customer 
Operations

Ongoing V/Line’s training 
materials are compatible 
with Victorian Charter of 
Human Rights

2. Elevate the level 
of awareness and 
understanding 
about Aboriginal 
history and culture 
for all V/Line 
employees through 
a cultural learning 
strategy 

2.1 Develop, implement and 
communicate a Cultural Learning 
Strategy 

GM Culture 
&Leadership

GM Learning & 
Capability

Dec-20 The behaviours and 
actions of V/Line 
employees demonstrates 
our culturally safe 
workplace, which is free 
of racism2.2 Provide awareness training 

about Aboriginal history and 
culture

Senior Adviser 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion

Ongoing

2.3 Develop approach, and 
implement Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander Inclusive language 
workshop

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Jun-21
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OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

2. Elevate the level 
of awareness and 
understanding 
about Aboriginal 
history and culture 
for all V/Line 
employees through 
a cultural learning 
strategy

2.4 Develop and implement an 
Advanced/ Intensive Cultural 
Safety program including 
opportunities for Executive and 
Board immersive experiences

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Jun-21 The behaviours and 
actions of V/Line 
employees demonstrates 
our culturally safe 
workplace, which is free 
of racism

2.5 Internal communications 
about Aboriginal history and 
culture

GM 
Communications

Ongoing

2.6 Support initiatives that 
increase V/Line’s reputation 
with passengers and Aboriginal 
communities as a culturally safe 
workplace

GM Customer 
Operations 

Ongoing

2.7 Facilitate focus groups with 
Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander employees to understand 
challenges and opportunities for 
development, promotion and 
retention

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Jun-21

2.8 Develop and communicate 
a Cultural Leave Procedure that 
clearly articulates V/Line’s support 
for Aboriginal employees

GM People 
Services

Jun-21

3. Provide 
dedicated support 
for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait 
Islander employees 
and cultural safety 
initiatives through 
an Aboriginal 
Liaison Officer

3.1 Attract, recruit and onboard 
Aboriginal Liaison Officer 

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Jun-21 The importance of 
providing a culturally 
safe workplace is 
elevated and Aboriginal 
employees feel 
supported throughout 
their employment at 
V/Line 
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KEY FOCUS AREA 2:
Enhancing engagement with regional Victorian Aboriginal communities 
to promote their prosperity and self-determined outcomes.

Goal: Build strong and collaborative relationships with Aboriginal communities across Victoria through 
mutually beneficial partnerships, collaboration and respectful relationships.

OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

4. Build strong 
and collaborative 
relationships 
with Aboriginal 
and Torres 
Strait Islander 
communities 
across Victoria in 
partnership with 
the DoT whole of 
Transport portfolio 
approach

4.1 Identify Victorian Traditional 
Owner groups and Nations 
and other key stakeholders and 
develop stakeholder matrix with 
key V/Line contacts

GM Media & 
Stakeholder 
Relations

Dec-20 An engagement 
framework that 
aims to build strong 
and collaborative 
relationships with 
Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
communities across 
Victoria in partnership 
with the DoT whole 
of Transport portfolio 
approach

4.2 Develop corporate 
engagement protocols aligned 
with V/Line’s external stakeholder 
engagement protocols 

GM Media & 
Stakeholder 
Relations

Jun-21

4.3 Develop place-based 
approach for engaging with local 
Aboriginal communities utilising 
the stakeholder matrix and 
engagement protocols

GM Media & 
Stakeholder 
Relations

Regional 
Managers

Jun-21 

4.4 Participate in the Whole 
of Transport Aboriginal Self-
Determination Steering 
Committee and support Transport 
portfolio plan development and 
implementation 

EGM People Ongoing

4.5 Investigate the creation and 
placement of Acknowledgement 
plaques on V/Line premises

Diversity Council Jun-21

4.6 Support the external 
engagement requirements for 
Employment, Procurement and 
Cultural Safety initiatives 

Regional 
Managers

Ongoing
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OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

5. Engage 
and educate 
V/Line employees to 
increase awareness, 
understanding 
and respect of 
Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander peoples

5.1 Develop a communication 
and engagement plan that 
will create awareness about 
the Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander Action Plan and enhance 
the cultural safety process by 
stimulating discussion about 
inclusive practices 

Diversity Council Ongoing Increased employee 
awareness of Aboriginal 
initiatives through 
communication and 
engagement plan and 
activities

5.2 Develop a set of guidelines 
to empower staff to initiate 
place-based actions to improve 
engagement with Aboriginal 
communities

Senior Adviser 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion

Dec-20

5.3 Increase participation and 
membership of the Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander 
employee network on Yammer

Diversity Council Ongoing

5.4 Participate in events of 
cultural significance (National 
Reconciliation Week and 
NAIDOC Week)

Diversity Council Ongoing

6. Embed cultural 
recognition 
protocols into 
business as usual 
activities

6.1 Develop, implement, 
communicate and promote a 
culture recognition protocol 
document, including Welcome to 
Country and Acknowledgement 
of Country 

GM 
Communications

Sep-20 Empower all employees 
to demonstrate respect 
by embedding cultural 
acknowledgement 
protocols into the 
standard operations of 
the business 

6.2 Increase staff understanding 
of the purpose and significance 
behind cultural recognition 
protocols

GM 
Communications

Ongoing

6.3 Invite local Aboriginal Elders 
to provide a Welcome to Country 
or other appropriate cultural 
recognition protocol at significant 
events 

General 
Managers

Ongoing

6.4 Include an Acknowledgement 
of Country at the commencement 
of appropriate meetings, 
functions and events

Managers Ongoing
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OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES

7. Connect V/Line’s 
Purpose and brand 
to Aboriginal culture 
and history through 
an Aboriginal Art 
strategy 

7.1 Develop and implement an 
Aboriginal Art strategy aligned to 
V/Line’s story and brand

GM 
Communications

Sep-20 Increased respect for 
Aboriginal culture and 
heritage through art 

7.2 Launch V/Line’s Aboriginal 
artwork as a key engagement 
element and develop protocols 
for ongoing use

GM 
Communications

Dec-20

7.3 Identify opportunities to 
incorporate V/Line’s Aboriginal art 
across both internal and external 
channels

GM 
Communications

Ongoing

8. Ensure the V/Line 
Aboriginal Advisory 
Group develops, 
implements, tracks 
and reports on the 
Aboriginal Action 
Plan initiatives 

8.1 Implement the 
recommendations from the 
Coronial Inquiry into the death of 
Tanya Day

GM Customer 
Operations

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Ongoing Reporting and regular 
updates inform key 
stakeholders about 
V/Line’s actions and 
support our engagement 
objectives8.2 Report on progress to the ELT 

Culture, Leadership and Diversity 
Governance committee

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Bi-monthly

8.3 Report on progress to People 
and Governance committee of 
the V/Line Board

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Quarterly

8.4 Report on progress to DoT 
and in V/Line’s Annual Report

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Ongoing

9. Ensure our 
leaders champion 
and are accountable 
for diversity 
initiatives

9.1 Leadership commitment to 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander 
Action Plan

Executive Team Jul-20 Executive to formally 
communicate and 
endorse V/Line’s 
commitment to the 
Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander Action Plan 
and its role in improving 
the performance of 
the organisation to 
all employees and to 
external stakeholders

9.2 Establish Aboriginal 
employment and procurement 
targets to meet or exceed 
Government targets and align 
KPIs into individual performance 
workplans of managers who 
are responsible for meeting or 
exceeding these 

Executive Team 
Senior 
Leadership

Jun-20 Focus on the 
organisation specific 
actions that will boost 
the representation of 
Aboriginal people in 
the workforce, including 
meeting the targets: 
minimum 2 per cent 
employment by 2025 
and procurement from 
Aboriginal businesses of 
minimum 1 per cent per 
annum
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KEY FOCUS AREA 3:
Creating accessible and sustainable career pathways for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander employees that support the aspirations of 
prosperity and self-determination.

Goal: Grow and develop a workforce that is representative of regional Victorian Aboriginal 
communities and where Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander employees at V/Line represent a 
minimum of two per cent of the V/Line workforce.

OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES
10. Position 
V/Line as an 
employer of choice 
for Aboriginal 
candidates

10.1 Develop an employee value 
proposition that is meaningful 
for existing Aboriginal staff, new 
starters and candidates

GM Talent 
GM Culture & 
Leadership 
GM Learning & 
Capability 

Jun-21 V/Line is explicit and 
proud in its commitment 
to diversity and inclusion 
and an ‘Employer of 
Choice’ for Aboriginal 
peoples

10.2 Promote employment 
success stories and initiatives 
through social media, internal 
communications and external 
publications

GM 
Communications

Jun-21

11. Establish 
accurate workforce 
profile of Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait 
Islander employees

11.1 Explore options to 
respectfully encourage Aboriginal 
job candidates and employees 
to self-identify to ensure more 
robust data collection and 
targeted employment support

GM Talent 
Snr Adviser 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion 

Ongoing Annual data is 
established for 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander with 
the aim to increase 
performance against 
employment targets 

12. Increase the 
representation of 
Aboriginal people 
through recruitment 
strategies and 
activities 

12.1 Review HR and recruitment 
procedures and tools to remove 
barriers and ensure they are 
culturally suitable for Aboriginal 
people 

GM Talent

GM Learning & 
Capability

GM People 
Services

Dec-21 Improve access 
to recruitment of 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples 

12.2 Explore culturally 
suitable interview practises for 
Aboriginal candidates including 
opportunities for candidates to 
demonstrate skills and knowledge

GM Talent 
Regional 
Managers

Dec-21

12.3 Engage with Aboriginal 
communities to establish 
processes to promote 
employment opportunities to 
Aboriginal people

GM Talent 
Regional 
Managers

 Dec-21

12.4 Increase Aboriginal 
representation on recruitment 
and selection panels

GM Talent Ongoing
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OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES
12. Increase the 
representation of 
Aboriginal people 
through recruitment 
strategies and 
activities

12.5 Build relationships with 
Aboriginal employment service 
providers to establish an effective 
pipeline of Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander job seekers

GM Talent

Senior Adviser 
Culture, Diversity 
& Inclusion

Jun-21 Improve access 
to recruitment of 
Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander peoples

12.6 Audit on-boarding process 
to identify and remove barriers 
for Aboriginal employees

Onboarding 
Business Partner

Jun-21

13. Develop career 
pathways at V/Line 
and in Transport 
for Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait 
Islander peoples 

13.1 Build entry-level pipelines 
for Aboriginal people from:

• Youth Employment 
Scheme (YES)

• CareerTrackers 
intern program

• VPS Aboriginal Pathways 
to the GRADS Scheme

GM Learning & 
Capability

Jun-21 Increase the number 
of Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander 
staff employed in the 
workforce

13.2 Identify roles across the 
business where career pathways 
exist and rewrite position 
descriptions to focus on core 
competencies and experiences

GM People 
Services

GM Customer 
Operations

GM Network 
Maintenance 

Jun-21

13.3 Review Certificate 3 in 
Customer Service with an 
Aboriginal Training Organisation 
and update as required

GM Customer 
Operations

Mar-21

14. Ensure 
Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait 
Islander employees 
are supported 
in their career 
aspirations and 
barriers to retention 
are removed

14.1 Deliver Aboriginal Mentoring 
Program for managers and 
mentoring options for Aboriginal 
employees

GM Learning & 
Capability

Jun-21 Aboriginal employees 
are supported in their 
career aspirations 
through meaningful 
programs that enhance 
their experience of 
working at V/Line

14.2 Implement career 
development pathways for 
Aboriginal Islander employees 
through:

• career development 
opportunities 

• leadership development and 
progression to senior roles 

GM Learning & 
Capability

Ongoing

14.3 Develop a strategy to 
identify and develop leadership 
talent and promote available 
career pathways including 
designing and piloting an 
Aboriginal Emerging Leaders 
Program 

GM Culture & 
Leadership

Dec-21
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OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINETIMELINE OUTCOMESOUTCOMES
14.4 Improve exit interviews to 
gain insight into the success of 
initiatives and the reasons why 
staff leave the organisation

GM People 
Services

Ongoing Aboriginal employees 
are supported in their 
career aspirations 
through meaningful 
programs that enhance 
their experience of 
working at V/Line

15. Everyone 
has access to 
flexible working 
arrangements 

15.1 Promote awareness of 
flexible arrangements (where 
appropriate) to support the full 
participation in employment for 
Aboriginal employees 

GM People 
Services

Senior Advisor 
Culture Diversity 
& Inclusion  

Ongoing Flexible work practices 
are embedded across 
V/Line and accessible 
for all employees

16. Everyone 
has access to 
mental health and 
wellbeing support 

16.1 Implement actions 
under the Mental Health and 
Wellbeing Action Plan to actively 
demonstrate V/Line’s commitment 
to having an engaged workforce 
that is physically and mentally safe 
and healthy 

GM People 
Services 

Ongoing Promote positive mental 
health, which is closely 
aligned with our People 
Strategy and Values 

16.2 Ensure Employee Assistance 
Program provider is culturally 
suitable for Aboriginal and Torres 
Strait Islander people
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KEY FOCUS AREA 4:
Contribute to the economic prosperity of Aboriginal communities 
through procurement.

Goal: Contribute to the economic prosperity of Aboriginal communities by ensuring a minimum 
of one per cent of V/Line’s procurement of goods and services is from Aboriginal businesses and 
social enterprises.

OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINESTIMELINES OUTCOMESOUTCOMES
17. Review current 
procurement 
processes and 
systems to 
assist with the 
development 
of tracking and 
reporting 

17.1 Undertake supplier master 
and supplier pre-qualification 
system enhancement to enable 
identification of Aboriginal 
businesses and social enterprises

GM Procurement Nov-20 V/Line’s procurement 
systems support 
tracking and reporting 
of social procurement 
initiatives

17.2 Enhance the supplier 
pre-qualification program by 
identifying pre-qualified suppliers 
who currently track and report on 
social procurement 

GM Procurement Nov-20

17.3 Identify V/Line existing 
suppliers who source from and 
support Aboriginal businesses 
and social enterprises when 
supplying to V/Line

GM Procurement Jun-21

17.4 Develop reporting 
dashboard detailing number 
and spend of suppliers who are 
Aboriginal businesses/social 
enterprises 

GM Procurement Jun-21

18. Identify, 
investigate and 
establish sustainable 
opportunities 
for Aboriginal 
businesses and 
social enterprises

18.1 Investigate and establish 
partnerships with Kinaway, Supply 
Nation and Social Traders

GM Procurement Dec-20 Through strategic 
partnerships V/Line’s 
procurement contributes 
to sustainable and 
prosperous outcomes 
for Aboriginal 
businesses and social 
enterprises

18.2 Undertake a review of 
Victorian Aboriginal businesses 
with the aim of pre-qualifying new 
relevant suppliers 

GM Procurement Sep-21

18.3 Undertake a review and 
analysis of existing supplier base 
to identify Aboriginal businesses 
and social enterprises already 
being used 

GM Procurement Jun-21
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OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES ACTIONSACTIONS ACCOUNTABILITYACCOUNTABILITY TIMELINESTIMELINES OUTCOMESOUTCOMES
19. Development, 
training and 
education to 
embed the Social 
Procurement 
Framework into 
business as usual

19.1 Review and update existing 
and/or develop new procurement 
documentation as required

GM Procurement Ongoing Procurement from 
Aboriginal businesses is 
a minimum of one per 
cent of V/Line’s total 
procurement and is 
business as usual

19.2 Identify training 
requirements and undertake 
training with Procurement team 
about Social Procurement 
Framework and associated 
processes 

GM Procurement Mar-21

19.3 Develop and implement 
social procurement training 
module for buyers

GM Procurement Jun-21

19.4 Develop buyer interface 
to support use of Aboriginal 
business suppliers and social 
enterprises

GM Procurement Dec-21

19.5 Develop and implement 
social procurement education/
engagement campaign for 
broader business, which 
showcases benefit and impact 
of buying from Aboriginal 
businesses and social enterprises

GM 
Communications

Ongoing
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

In addition to completing specific initiatives above, over the life of this plan, we will report annually 
against the following set of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to measure progress towards objectives. 
(Where possible, the KPIs will be benchmarked against the sector).

OBJECTIVESOBJECTIVES KPISKPIS MEASURE/TARGET DESCRIPTION MEASURE/TARGET DESCRIPTION 
Create a culturally safe workplace 
and public transport service

Inclusion Index Index value of Inclusion

Enhance engagement with regional 
Victorian Aboriginal communities

Employer reputation Stakeholder Perceptions Research

Create accessible and sustainable 
career pathways for Aboriginal and 
Torres Strait Islander employees

Staff participation in training & 
development 

Per cent of employees participating 
in education and development 
activities 

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait 
Islander representation in the 
workforce  

To increase by 0.2 - 0.5 per cent per 
annum on base diversity survey

Applicant interest Report on the number of profile 
of applicants applying for vacant 
positions to measure employer 
attractiveness

Contribute to the economic 
prosperity of Aboriginal 
communities through procurement

Procurement from Aboriginal 
businesses and social enterprises

One per cent of V/Line’s annual 
procurement is with Aboriginal 
businesses



NOTES:NOTES:



V/Line thanks Little Rocket for the 
design of the Aboriginal & Torres Strait 
Islander Action Plan document.






